Effects of random path fluctuations on the accuracy of laser ranging systems.
The effects of turbulence induced pathlength fluctuations on the accuracy of single color and two color laser ranging systems are examined. Correlation and structure functions for the path deviations are derived using several proposed models for the variation of C(n)(2) with altitude. For single color systems, random pathlength fluctuations can limit the accuracy of a range measurement to a few centimeters when the turbulence is strong (C(n)(2) ~ 10(-13) m(-2/3)), and the effective propagation path is long (>10 km). Two color systems can partially correct for the random path fluctuations so that in most cases their accuracy is limited to a few millimeters. However, at low elevation angles for satellite ranging (<20 degrees ) and over long horizontal paths, two color systems can also have errors approaching a few centimeters.